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Systems Pharmacology Approach Toward the Design of
Inhaled Formulations of Rifampicin and Isoniazid for
Treatment of Tuberculosis

NA Cilfone1, E Pienaar1,2, GM Thurber1, DE Kirschner2 and JJ Linderman1*

Conventional oral therapies for the treatment of tuberculosis are limited by poor antibiotic distribution in granulomas, which
contributes to lengthy treatment regimens and inadequate bacterial sterilization. Inhaled formulations are a promising strategy
to increase antibiotic efficacy and reduce dose frequency. We develop a multiscale computational approach that accounts for
simultaneous dynamics of a lung granuloma, carrier release kinetics, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics. Using this
computational platform, we predict that a rationally designed inhaled formulation of isoniazid given at a significantly reduced
dose frequency has better sterilizing capabilities and reduced toxicity than the current oral regimen. Furthermore, we predict
that inhaled formulations of rifampicin require unrealistic carrier antibiotic loadings that lead to early toxicity concerns. Lastly,
we predict that targeting carriers to macrophages has limited effects on treatment efficacy. Our platform can be extended to
account for additional antibiotics and provides a new tool for rapidly prototyping the efficacy of inhaled formulations.
CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. (2015) 4, e22; doi:10.1002/psp4.22; published online on 00 Month 2015.

Tuberculosis (TB), caused by inhalation of the bacterium
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), remains a widespread
concern even with the availability of curative antibiotics.1–3

Current antibiotic regimens require a minimum of 6 months
of treatment: daily oral doses with a combination of rifampi-
cin (RIF), isoniazid (INH), pyrazinamide, and ethambutol for
2 months, followed by 4 months of RIF and INH.4 The
length and combinatorial nature of “first-line” drug regimens
may result in patient compliance issues and chronic toxic-
ity.1,2,5 There is a desperate need for new strategies that
can shorten lengthy treatment periods and reduce dose
frequency.1,5,6

A central feature of the immune response to Mtb is the
formation of granulomas, organized structures of macro-
phages and lymphocytes that form around infected macro-
phages and extracellular Mtb in lungs.1,3,7 Multiple
independently evolving granulomas form in a host’s
lungs.8,9 The heterogeneity of Mtb populations in granulo-
mas, with bacteria residing in both intra- and extracellular
compartments, and varying growth states all influence the
effectiveness of antibiotics.1,10 Current oral antibiotic regi-
mens can lead to poor antibiotic penetration into granulo-
mas, causing suboptimal exposure, permitting bacterial
re-growth between doses, and necessitating long treatment
durations.1,10,11

Delivery of antibiotics by an inhaled route could over-
come limitations of oral dosing for treatment of TB.2,12–14

The principle of inhaled formulations is that a fabricated
carrier loaded with antibiotics is dosed into the lungs by
means of an aerosol delivery system (e.g., nebulizer).13,14

Based on physical characteristics, carriers settle in different
lung regions and are taken up by alveolar macrophages
and lung endothelial cells.2,12 Carriers release preloaded

antibiotics based on tunable physiochemical properties
such as carrier size and diffusivity of antibiotics through the
carrier. The most extensively used carriers are poly-lactic
acid (PLA) and poly-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) formula-
tions that are tuned for slow and sustained release of anti-
biotics.2,12 As granulomas are found in host lungs, an
inhaled dose should elevate antibiotic concentrations in the
lungs and avoid “first-pass” effects, thus increasing steriliz-
ing capabilities. Additionally, targeting carriers to macro-
phages might further augment sterilizing capabilities of
antibiotics by directly elevating concentrations within the
bacterial niche.12,13,15–18 With increased sterilizing capabil-
ities, dosing frequency could be reduced, alleviating compli-
ance and toxicity concerns associated with daily oral
treatments.

Encapsulated formulations are rapidly phagocytosed by
infected macrophages in vitro, elevating intracellular con-
centrations and improving sterilization capabilities.15–17,19–21

However, these studies do not reflect the dense
macrophage-laden characteristics of granulomas. Improved
efficacy of inhaled doses compared with oral doses has
been demonstrated in murine, rat, and guinea pig models
of Mtb infection.2,12–14,22,23 Although these studies have
shed light on the efficacy of inhaled formulations, murine,
rat, and guinea pig models have different antibiotic pharma-
cokinetics and lack many characteristics of human TB,
such as latent infection and granuloma organization.7,13

Relevant in vivo studies include single doses of inhaled for-
mulations into the lungs of healthy nonhuman primates
(INH) and humans (capreomycin).24,25 An inhaled formula-
tion of INH had twofold higher area-under-curve (AUC)/
minimum-inhibitory-concentration (MIC) indices measured
from plasma, compared with oral doses.24 An inhaled
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formulation of capreomycin leads to plasma concentrations
above MIC, but for less than 4 h.25 Although promising,
most relevant in vivo studies are only able to measure tem-
poral plasma concentrations after inhaled dosing. For
inhaled formulations, it is assumed that extended periods of
elevated antibiotic concentrations in plasma directly trans-
late to increased exposure in granulomas.1,19,24–27 How-
ever, oral dosing studies demonstrate that antibiotic
exposure in granulomas is significantly different than antibi-
otic exposure in plasma.1,10,11

To better understand the potential for inhaled antibiotic for-
mulations to improve sterilization of bacteria in granulomas,
we need an approach that simultaneously accounts for gran-
uloma dynamics, inhaled carrier behavior, release kinetics,
pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics of antibiotics. We
use a systems pharmacology approach and extend our exist-
ing computational model of granuloma function and oral anti-
biotic treatment, from Pienaar et al.,11 to include inhaled
dosing and antibiotic release from a generalized carrier sys-
tem. We follow concentrations of RIF and INH in granulomas
for both inhaled and oral dosing to understand the effects of
carrier physiochemical properties and release kinetics (e.g.,
size, diffusivity, etc.), dosing frequency, and pharmacoki-
netics on treatment efficacy. Using understanding gained
from these studies, we rationally design inhaled formulations
of RIF and INH given at reduced dose frequencies with equiv-
alent or better sterilizing capabilities compared with daily oral
dosing. These findings illuminate fundamental mechanisms
driving efficacy of inhaled formulations and inform design of
superior carriers for in vivo testing.

METHODS

Pharmacokinetic (PK) model. The four-components of our
model are shown in Figure 1. We modify the PK model
from Pienaar et al. to allow for dosing by means of both
inhaled and oral routes.11 The PK model (Eqs. 1–6)
includes two transit compartments (CA1, CA2), a plasma
compartment (CPL), a peripheral compartment (CPE), a
noninfected lung compartment (CL), an intracellular macro-
phage subcompartment (CM) at pseudo-steady-state, and a
granuloma compartment (described below) (Figure 1a).
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KA is absorption rate (h-1); CLA, CLPE, CLM are clearance
rate constants (L/kg*h) from second transit, peripheral, and
macrophage compartments; QP and QL are between com-
partment transfer rate constants (h-1); VPL, VPE, and VL are
apparent distribution volumes (L/kg) of plasma, peripheral,
and noninfected lung compartments; PCL is permeability
coefficient for noninfected lung compartment; MDL(t) and
MDM(t) are time-varying antibiotic release rates (mg/h) from
inhaled carriers (described in Inhaled Carrier Model below);
NExt and NInt are time-varying number of inhaled carriers in
noninfected lung and macrophage compartments; LL is total
lung volume (L), and NM is number of macrophages in nonin-
fected lung. The pseudo-steady-state between noninfected
lung and intracellular macrophage compartments is given by:

CL5
AT

LL1EM � NM � LM
(Eq. 7)

CM5EM � CL (Eq. 8)

AT is total mass (mg) of antibiotics (sum of intra- and
extracellular); EM is equilibrium partition coefficient, and LM

is volume (ml) of a macrophage. Antibiotics exit the plasma
compartment and enter the granuloma compartment at vas-
cular sources designated in the simulation grid (Figure 1b)
based on the concentration gradients between the plasma
compartment and the granuloma compartment (CExt).

11,28

dCExtðx ; y ; tÞ
dt

5ðp � ASÞ
�

PCL � CPL2CExtðx ; y ; tÞ
�

(Eq. 9)

AS is surface area of a vascular source (cm2), P is vascular
permeability (cm/s), and PCL is partition coefficient. PK
model parameters are given in Supplementary Table S1.

Granuloma model of Mtb infection. Our two-dimensional
hybrid multiscale agent-based model of granuloma forma-
tion and function during Mtb infection describes processes
across three scales: tissue, cellular, and molecular
(Figure 1b; Supplementary Model Appendix S1).11,29–32

Briefly, the granuloma model represents a 16 mm2 section
of lung tissue and describes macrophages, T-cells, and
three Mtb subpopulations: intracellular, extracellular, and
nonreplicating. The formation of a granuloma is an emer-
gent behavior in response to infection. The model tracks
agent states, interactions, and chemokine/cytokine diffusion
and degradation. Receptor-ligand trafficking and signaling
events are estimated using a tuneable resolution
approach.11,29,31,33 The model captures spatial and tempo-
ral dynamics of RIF and INH through extracellular diffusion
and degradation, cellular uptake and intracellular degrada-
tion.11 Cellular accumulation of soluble antibiotics is
assumed at pseudo-steady-state given by:

CExtðx ; y ; tÞ5
AT ðx ; y ; tÞ

LGrid 1EM � LM
(Eq. 10)
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CIntðx ; y ; tÞ5EM � CExtðx; y ; tÞ (Eq. 11)

CExt and CInt are extra- and intracellular concentrations
(mg/ml), and LGrid is volume (ml) of a grid compartment.
Parameter values for apparent RIF and INH diffusivity
(cm2/s), intra- and extracellular degradation rate (s-1), and
equilibrium partition coefficient were fit to experimental
measurements of antibiotic distribution in Pienaar et al.11

Granuloma model parameters are given in Supplementary
Table S2.

Inhaled carrier model: granuloma compartment. An
inhaled dose arrives in the granuloma model, as fraction
fD of the total dose (Figure 1a). The granuloma model
represents a small section of lung tissue where infection

occurs, and individual carriers (�103 deposited carriers)
are modeled as agents (Figure 1c). We assume the rep-
resentative section of lung tissue contains ample alveolar
space, and thus an inhaled dose is randomly deposited
into the simulation environment. Deposition does not
occur in microcompartments characterized as part of the
granuloma, as alveolar space is not observed inside gran-
ulomas (Supplementary Figure S1a).9,34 We do not
model specific carriers, but instead describe a general
carrier formulation similar to polymer-encapsulated antibi-
otics.15–17,19–21 Carrier behavior is illustrated in Figure 1c
and includes carrier movement, macrophage phagocyto-
sis of carriers (Supplementary Figure S1b-d), dispersal
from macrophages, and extra- and intracellular
degradation.18,35–39

Figure 1 Overall model structure that captures relevant dynamics across multiple compartments. (a) The pharmacokinetic (PK) model
includes two transit compartments (ABS-1 and ABS-2) which approximate gut absorption and transit time, a plasma compartment
(PLASMA), a peripheral compartment (PERIPH), a noninfected lung compartment (LUNG), and an intracellular macrophage compart-
ment (MU) that is at pseudo-steady-state. Oral doses enter into the first transit compartment. Inhaled doses are partitioned between
the noninfected lung (1-fD) and lesion (fD) models based on representative sizes. The dose (1-fD) into the noninfected lung compart-
ment is further partitioned between extracellular noninfected lung and intracellular macrophage compartments. We assume no traffick-
ing of macrophages in or out of noninfected lungs. (b) Our granuloma model, a hybrid multiscale agent-based model, includes spatial
and temporal dynamics of antibiotics and captures diffusion, extracellular degradation, cellular uptake and intracellular degradation.
Antibiotics exit the plasma compartment and enter the granuloma model at vascular sources designated in the simulation grid based
on vascular permeability coefficients and concentration gradients between the plasma compartment and the granuloma mode. The
inhaled formulation is modeled by agent representations of each carrier. (c) Model of the behavior and release of antibiotics by inhaled
carriers. Carriers move by random walk, are phagocytosed by macrophages based on size, zeta potential, and density of targeting
ligand (Supplementary Figure S1b-d), degrade in both the extra- and intracellular space, and release antibiotics in both the intra- and
extracellular space. (d) The pharmacodynamics model uses Emax functions (using C50 values and Hill-constants, H) to describe the
antibacterial activity of antibiotics against multiple bacterial subpopulations (intracellular, extracellular, and nonreplicating) based on the
local antibiotic concentration (C(x,y,t)). Art adapted from Servier Medical Art (http://servier.com/Powerpoint-image-bank) provided under
the Creative Commons Unported License 3.0.
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Release of antibiotics from carriers occurs in both the
intra- and extracellular environment (Figure 1c).15–17,19–21

We model release kinetics by describing diffusion of antibi-
otics through a spherical carrier and degradation of the car-
rier system itself, with time varying boundary
conditions.40–42

@CD

@t
5

DðtÞ
r 2

@

@r
r 2 @CD

@r
CDðRÞ5CBðx; y ; tÞ

(Eq. 12)

CD is antibiotic concentration in the carrier (mg/lm3), D is
time-varying diffusivity of antibiotics in the carrier (lm2/s), r
is the radial coordinate (lm), R is carrier radius (lm), and
CB is the boundary concentration (mg/lm3), an intra- or
extracellular concentration. We assume first-order degrada-
tion kinetics, which directly affects diffusivity of antibiotics in
carriers41:

DðtÞ5PdrugDiff e
ð2Pdeg tÞ (Eq. 13)

PdrugDiff is the initial diffusivity of antibiotics in the carrier
(lm2/s) and Pdeg is the carrier degradation rate (s-1), spe-
cific to whether the carrier is intra- or extracellular. Based
on relative rates of diffusion and degradation specified, car-
rier release kinetics can be either diffusion-controlled or
degradation-controlled (Figure 1c).40–42 All carrier parame-
ters are given in Supplementary Table S1.

Inhaled carrier model: noninfected lung compartment.
An inhaled dose arrives in the noninfected lung and intra-
cellular macrophage compartments, as fraction (1-fD) of
the total dose (Figure 1a). The number of carriers depos-
ited is large (�109) and a homogenous representation of
carriers is used (Figure 1a). We partition the (1-fD) dose
into both compartments, based on the probability of mac-
rophage uptake. We solve carrier release equations (Eqs.
12–13) for a representative carrier in each compartment
with appropriate boundary conditions, CL and CM, and
scale the mass of antibiotic release by the total dose in
each compartment. Carrier degradation rates are set as
the extracellular degradation rate for the noninfected lung
compartment and the intracellular degradation rate for
the intracellular macrophage compartment.

Pharmacodynamic (PD) model. We use a PD model
(Figure 1d) calibrated against nonhuman primates
(NHPs) given monotherapies of RIF or INH constructed
in Pienaar et al.11 Briefly, Emax functions (using C50 val-
ues and Hill-constants, H) describe the antibacterial
activity of RIF and INH against multiple bacterial subpo-
pulations (Figure 1d) based on the local antibiotic con-
centration (intra- or extracellular), which varies in both
space and time in the granuloma model. Estimates of C50

and H were based on in vitro dose-response curves,
while estimates of Emax were determined from compari-
sons to NHP data of colony forming units (CFU)
and sterilized granulomas after 2 months of daily dosing
with RIF or INH.11,43 PD model parameters are given in
Supplementary Table S1.

Model analysis
We investigate antibiotic efficacy at the single granuloma
scale. We simulate 100 d postinfection and subsequently
treat with antibiotics for an additional 200 d by means of the
oral or inhaled route (two dosing frequencies: daily or every
2 weeks). We define successful granuloma treatment as
sterilization of all bacteria in a granuloma by 200 d post-
treatment initiation. NHPs have a range of 3–30 granulomas;
the probability of successfully sterilizing all granulomas in a
single NHP is significantly lower than on an individual granu-
loma scale. We calculate cumulative granuloma and periph-
eral antibiotic exposure (AUC) for 14-d timeframes.
Peripheral AUC is used as an estimate of toxicity.10 Uncer-
tainty and sensitivity analysis is used to identify inhaled anti-
biotic model parameters that have significant effects on
model outputs related to treatment efficacy.44 Additional
model details can be found in the Supplementary Text.

RESULTS
Model calibration with non-human primate
experimental data
Our granuloma model of Mtb infection, without antibiotic
treatment (Figure 1b), was previously calibrated and vali-
dated against measurements of CFU per granuloma from a
NHP model of TB.8,11,32 We calibrate our modified PK model
(Figure 1a) with previously published data for two dose for-
mulations from NHP models of TB (Figure 2): (1) oral doses
of RIF (20 mg/kg) or INH (15 mg/kg), with plasma concen-
trations measured over 24 h (Figure 2a,b)6; (2) single
inhaled dose of INH-loaded PLA microparticles, with plasma
concentration measured over 24 h (Figure 2c).8,24 Deposi-
tion of inhaled particles is influenced by physiochemical
properties, inhalation methods, and variability in patient inha-
lation, impacting bioavailability and treatment efficacy.45 We
focus on processes downstream of inhalation and deposi-
tion, but future studies could include computational fluid
dynamics-based models of human lung deposition.45 Based
on measured microparticle size, aerodynamic diameter, and
fractional lung deposition (�10%–30%), we estimate the
total deposited inhaled dose (input to our model) to be 1.2 3

109 particles.24,46 We fix the deposited dose at this physio-
logically relevant value here and in all further simulations.
Using the oral doses and calculated carrier-related parame-
ters (Figure 2, legend), we vary multiple PK parameters to
best fit plasma kinetics of single oral doses of RIF and INH
and a single inhaled dose of INH (Figure 2).6,18,24 We
establish baseline ranges of PK-related parameters that
account for host-to-host variability and randomly choose
parameter values from these ranges (Supplementary Text
and Supplementary Table S1).

Combination of pharmacokinetic and carrier-release
properties control the efficacy of inhaled formulations
We use sensitivity analysis to understand which dynamics
most affect treatment efficacy (CFU, granuloma AUC,
peripheral AUC, and time to sterilization) for inhaled formu-
lations of RIF and INH. We analyzed daily and 2-week dos-
ing frequencies to compare changes in treatment dynamics
at reduced frequencies. Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate that:
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(1) increased antibiotic loading promotes bacterial steriliza-
tion, (2) carrier release kinetics control treatment efficacy
and differ with dosing frequency, and (3) pharmacokinetics
influence availability of antibiotics in granulomas (Supple-
mentary Text and Supplementary Tables S3 and S4).

For both RIF and INH, more frequent inhaled dosing
(daily) allows carriers to be designed with faster carrier-
release profiles (higher diffusivity in the carrier and degra-
dation rates) as another dose is given after a short interval
(Tables 1 and 2). Faster carrier release profiles are nega-
tively correlated with CFU and time to sterilization, and pos-
itively correlated with granuloma and peripheral AUC. With
less frequent dosing (every 2 weeks) INH requires a carrier
designed with slower carrier-release and degradation pro-
files to maintain high levels of granuloma exposure with
decreased CFU (Table 2). RIF requires a carrier designed

with faster carrier-release profiles to increase granuloma
exposure but this has limited effects on CFU (Table 2).
Pharmacokinetic parameters have large influences on anti-
biotic exposure in granulomas for both dosing frequencies;
clearance of RIF and INH from the peripheral compartment
is correlated with many facets of treatment dynamics
(Tables 1 and 2).

Targeting inhaled formulations to macrophages has
limited effects on treatment efficacy due to the
dynamics of granulomas
Targeting inhaled carriers to macrophages (the bacterial
niche) could enhance efficacy of inhaled treatments, as
phagocytosis of carriers in vitro leads to increased intracel-
lular concentrations of antibiotics.15–17,19–21 Yet, there is no
direct evidence that targeting inhaled carriers to

Figure 2 Model calibration and validation for oral and inhaled doses. (a,b) Comparison of the modified pharmacokinetic (PK) model
(this work) and previous PK model (Supplementary Text) to maximum plasma concentration (Cmax), time to maximum plasma concen-
tration (Tmax), and 24-h area under curve (AUC24) for oral doses of rifampicin (RIF) and isoniazid (INH) in the nonhuman primate
(NHP) model of TB published by the Flynn Lab (see Supplemental Information from Lin et al.6 for concentration vs. time data).6

Ranges are used for multiple model PK parameters (absorption rates, clearance rates, and volume of distributions – see Supplemen-
tary Table S1) to give inter-individual variability (based on ranges for RIF and INH derived from the NHP model in Lin et al.6). Bars are
representative of mean values with error bars showing standard deviation (SD). Simulation replicates: N 5 50, NHP: Experimental rep-
licates N 5 7. (c) Validation of the model against observed plasma concentrations of INH after single inhalation to healthy NHPs esti-
mated from.18,24 Dots represent mean experimental values with error bars showing SD. Line represents mean model values with
dotted lines showing SD. Ranges are used for multiple model PK parameters to give inter-individual variability (absorption rates, clear-
ance rates, and volume of distributions – see Supplementary Table S1). Model: N 5 10, NHP: N 5 4. Carrier-related parameters for
the single inhaled dose were estimated based on data and Eqs. 12–13: D 5 1.85 3 10-6 (lm2/s), dc 5 1.65 3 10-5 (s-1), and INH load-
ing of 1.45 3 10-8 (mg/particle).18
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macrophages in granulomas provides any treatment
advantage. Using sensitivity analysis we explored the
effects of macrophage targeting on treatment efficacy
(CFU, granuloma AUC, peripheral AUC, and time to sterili-
zation) for inhaled formulations of RIF and INH. We varied
parameters that control macrophage uptake including car-
rier charge, movement rate, and a generalized form of
ligand targeting (Tables 1 and 2).

Our analysis predicts that parameters influencing target-
ing of inhaled carriers to macrophages have limited effects
on treatment efficacy for both RIF and INH. At both dosing
frequencies of inhaled formulations of RIF, increased mac-
rophage targeting leads to decreased antibiotic exposure in
granulomas and actually hinders sterilization of bacteria
(Table 1). For daily dosing of an inhaled formulation of INH,
increased carrier charge (causing decreased uptake) is
negatively correlated with CFU (Table 2). Macrophage tar-
geting is limited by granuloma structure as it prevents

inhaled carriers from trafficking to, and being phacoytosed
by, infected macrophages in the core of granulomas. This
restricts any proposed advantages of elevated intracellular
antibiotic concentrations. This limits macrophage uptake to
outer region granulomas, where populations are mainly
healthy macrophages (movies – http://malthus.micro.med.
umich.edu/lab/movies/InhaledAbx/). Therefore, our model
predicts that there are no significant treatment benefits in
designing inhaled carriers that specifically target macro-
phages due to the spatial dynamics of granulomas.

An inhaled formulation of RIF can reduce the
necessary dose frequency but requires high antibiotic
loading which can lead to increased toxicity
We identified 14 different inhaled formulations of RIF, dosed
every 2 weeks, from sensitivity analysis that had equivalent
CFU and reduced peripheral AUC at 7 d posttreatment ini-
tiation compared with daily dosed oral formulations

Table 1 Sensitivity analysis of inhaled RIF model parameters at different dose frequencies on treatment related model outputsa

Carrier release parameters M/ targeting parameters PK parameters

Rifampicin Pload Psize PdrugDiff PintDeg PextDeg Pzeta Pdiff Muptake PTL MTR KD-TLR kTLR kabs CLabs Vp CLp

Daily CFU 222 1 222 2 1

Lesion AUC 111 22 111 111 111 11 2 222 2 222

Peripheral AUC 111 222 111 111 111 111 222

Time to sterilization 222 22 2 1

2 weeks CFU 222 1 111 1

Lesion AUC 111 111 11 1 1 2 1 222

Peripheral AUC 111 1 1 2 111 222

Time to sterilization 222

Pload, load mass of drug (mg/carrier); Psize, size of carrier (lm); PdrugDiff, diffusivity of drug in carrier (lm2/s); PintDeg, carrier intracellular degradation rate (L/s);

PextDeg, carrier extracellular degradation rate (L/s); Pzeta, carrier zeta-potential (mV); Pdiff, diffusivity of carrier in lung tissue (cm2/s); Muptake, macrophage maxi-

mum carrier uptake probability (unitless); PTL, carrier density of targeting ligand (#/carrier); MTR, macrophage density of targeting receptor (#/cell); KD-TLR,

ligand-receptor dissociation constant (M); kTLR, ligand-receptor carrier uptake rate (#/cell*s); kabs, absorption rate constant (1/hr); CLabs, clearance rate

from the second absorption compartment (L/h*kg); Vp, peripheral volume distribution (L/kg); CLp, clearance rate from peripheral compartment (L/h*kg); -/1,

P < 0.05; --/11, P < 0.001; ---/111, P < 0.0001 from sensitivity analysis.
aCarrier dose used: 1.23109 carriers. 1/- signs indicate positive or negative correlations. The number of 1/- signs indicates the strength of correlations (e.g.,

111 vs. 1 indicates a stronger positive correlation of the former parameter compared to the latter parameter).43

Table 2 Sensitivity analysis of inhaled INH model parameters at different dose frequencies on treatment related model outputs

Carrier release parameters M/ targeting parameters PK parameters

Isoniazid Pload Psize PdrugDiff PintDeg PextDeg Pzeta Pdiff Muptake PTL MTR KD-TLR kTLR kabs CLabs Vp CLp

Daily CFU 222 222 22 2 111

Lesion AUC 111 22 111 111 11 222

Peripheral AUC 111 2 111 111 11 111 222

Time to sterilization 222 1 222 2 111

2 weeks CFU 222 2 1 1 2 111

Lesion AUC 111 1 1 1 2 222

Peripheral AUC 111 1 1 111 222

Time to sterilization 222 111

Pload, load mass of drug (mg/carrier); Psize, size of carrier (lm); PdrugDiff, diffusivity of drug in carrier (lm2/s); PintDeg, carrier intracellular degradation rate (L/s);

PextDeg, carrier extracellular degradation rate (L/s); Pzeta, carrier zeta-potential (mV); Pdiff, diffusivity of carrier in lung tissue (cm2/s); Muptake, macrophage

maximum carrier uptake probability (unitless); PTL, carrier density of targeting ligand (#/carrier); MTR, macrophage density of targeting receptor (#/cell); KD-TLR,

ligand-receptor dissociation constant (M); kTLR, ligand-receptor carrier uptake rate (#/cell*s); kabs, absorption rate constant (L/h); CLabs, clearance rate from

second absorption compartment (L/h*kg); Vp, peripheral volume distribution (L/kg); CLp, clearance rate from peripheral compartment (L/h*kg); -/1, P < 0.05;

--/11, P < 0.001; ---/111, P < 0.0001 from sensitivity analysis.

Carrier dose used: 1.23109 carriers. 1/- signs indicate positive or negative correlations. The number of 1/- signs indicates the strength of correlations (e.g.,

111 vs. 1 indicates a stronger positive correlation of the former parameter compared to the latter parameter).43
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(Supplementary Text). Using these candidates along with
an understanding of which dynamics most affect treatment
efficacy, we designed an ideal in silico inhaled formulation
of RIF dosed every 2 weeks. We design the carrier with a
RIF loading of 1.18 3 10-6 mg/particle, an extracellular deg-
radation rate threefold lower than the intracellular rate, and
a high RIF carrier diffusivity, which promotes rapid-release
of antibiotics from the carrier (Figure 3a); the total 2-week
dose is equivalent to the oral formulation. We observed no
significant difference between the inhaled formulation, given
every 2 weeks, and daily oral dosing when comparing haz-
ard ratios (HR) (Figure 3b). The inhaled formulation may
prevent treatment failures by increasing early sterilizing
capabilities of RIF compared with daily oral dosing (Sup-
plementary Figure S2a).

Comparing average granuloma concentrations of RIF
between the two formulations, we observe a significant dif-
ference in temporal dynamics: the inhaled formulation only
eclipses the C50 of extracellular Mtb immediately after dos-

ing and never surpasses the C50 for intracellular or nonrep-
licating Mtb (Figure 3c). Average granuloma concentrations
of RIF steadily decrease, indicating that high antibiotic load-
ing and fast carrier-release kinetics cannot maintain effec-
tive concentrations of RIF over the 2-week dosing window
(Figure 3c) (movies – http://malthus.micro.med.umich.edu/
lab/movies/InhaledAbx/). In part, this is due to the pharma-
cokinetics of RIF as it distributes rapidly from the site of
dosing (lung) to other tissues, as demonstrated by the lim-
ited changes in the normalized ratio of granuloma to periph-
eral AUC (16%) and granuloma to plasma AUC (17%)
(Figure 3d). Early granuloma and peripheral AUCs are ele-
vated after inhaled dosing compared with oral dosing, indi-
cating that early granuloma exposure is associated with
elevated toxicity (Supplementary Figure S2b-d). Daily oral
dosing has similar problems surpassing C50 values for
intracellular and nonreplicating Mtb, but the higher dosing
frequency leads to average granuloma concentrations that
exceed the C50 of extracellular Mtb after each dose

Figure 3 Comparison of an inhaled rifampicin (RIF) formulation given every 2 weeks with an oral RIF formulation given daily. (a) Com-
parison of the total 2-week dose between formulations for the given properties of the inhaled formulation. (b) Percent of granulomas
not sterilized at indicated times after the initiation of treatment. Granulomas still present at 300 d postinfection are considered failed
treatments. (c) Average RIF concentration in the granuloma for the first 14-d dosing window. Solid lines indicate average values while
dotted lines represent standard deviation. Dotted black lines indicate C50Int, C50Non, C50Ext for RIF. Minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) of RIF is between 0.03 and 0.5 lg/ml. (d) Granuloma area under curve (AUC)/Peripheral AUC and Granuloma AUC/Plasma
AUC for the first 14-d dosing window. Values are normalized to the median value of the oral dosing. Box and whiskers represent the 5
to 95% range with data points outside the interval shown as black dots. *P � 0.05, **P � 0.01, ***P � 0.001, ****P � 0.0001. Inhaled
simulation replicates (N 5 83). Oral simulation replicates (N 5 87). See movies at http://malthus.micro.med.umich.edu/lab/movies/
InhaledAbx/
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(Figure 3c). Taken together, these results suggest that the
dosing frequency of RIF could be reduced by appropriately
designing an inhaled formulation. However, there is
increased early toxicity, a possibility in reducing RIF to a
bacteriostatic agent due to low concentrations within granu-
lomas, and limited feasibility based on the high carrier load-
ing that would be required.

An inhaled formulation of INH can reduce the
necessary dose frequency, increase therapeutic
efficacy, and lessen toxicity
We identified eight different inhaled formulations of INH,
dosed every 2 weeks, from sensitivity analysis that had
equivalent or reduced CFU and reduced peripheral AUC at
7 d posttreatment initiation compared with daily dosed oral
formulations (Supplementary Text). Using these candi-
dates, along with an understanding of which dynamics
most affect treatment efficacy, we designed an ideal in sil-
ico inhaled formulation of INH to be dosed every 2 weeks.
Based on the parameter values of candidate formulations,

we design the carrier with an INH loading of 7.2 3 10-8 mg/
particle, a similar intra- and extracellular degradation rate,
and a low INH carrier diffusivity, causing slow-release of
antibiotics from the carrier (Figure 4a). This equates to a
12-fold lower total 2-week dose compared with the oral for-
mulation. We observe a significant difference in sterilizing
capabilities between the inhaled formulation, given every 2
weeks, and daily oral dosing (Figure 4b). The HR is 1.6
(95% confidence interval: 1.2 to 2.3) demonstrating
decreased time to sterilization (all sterilized by 100 d post-
treatment) and fewer failed treatments with an inhaled for-
mulation (Figure 4b).

Average INH granuloma concentrations during treatment
with the inhaled formulation are sustained above C50 values
for intra- and extracellular Mtb populations for the entire
dosing window, compared with daily oral dosing
(Figure 4c) (movies – http://malthus.micro.med.umich.edu/
lab/movies/InhaledAbx/). Sustained granuloma concentra-
tions of INH during treatment prevent bacterial re-growth
between doses associated with daily oral INH dosing

Figure 4 Comparison of an inhaled isoniazid (INH) formulation given every 2 weeks with an oral INH formulation given daily. (a) Com-
parison of the total 2-week dose between formulations for the given properties of the inhaled formulation. (b) Percent of granulomas
not sterilized at indicated times after the initiation of treatment. Granulomas still present at 300 d postinfection are considered failed
treatments. (c) Average INH concentration in the granuloma for the first 14-d dosing window. Solid lines indicate average values while
dotted lines represent standard deviation. Dotted black lines indicate C50Int, C50Non, C50Ext for INH. Minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) of INH is between 0.05 and 0.1 lg/ml. (d) Granuloma area under curve (AUC)/Peripheral AUC and Granuloma AUC/Plasma
AUC for the first 14-d dosing window. Values are normalized to the median value of the oral dosing. Box and whiskers represent the 5
to 95 percentage range with data points outside the interval shown as black dots. *P � 0.05, **P � 0.01, ***P � 0.001, ****P �
0.0001. Inhaled simulation replicates (N 5 81). Oral simulation replicates (N 5 87). See movies at http://malthus.micro.med.umich.edu/
lab/movies/InhaledAbx/.
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(Supplementary Figure S3a). The inhaled formulation
maintains effective granuloma concentrations of INH due to
the combination of slow carrier-release kinetics, dosing to
the site of infection, and gradual distribution of INH from
lungs to other tissues. The normalized ratio of granuloma
to peripheral AUC is increased 42% and granuloma to
plasma AUC is increased 37% (Figure 4d), indicating that
the inhaled formulation is able to provide additional granu-
loma exposure while simultaneously reducing toxicity (Sup-
plementary Figure S3b-d). Increased relative exposure in
the granuloma from an inhaled formulation occurs at a sig-
nificantly reduced total 2-week dose (Figure 4a). Together,
these results demonstrate that a suitably designed inhaled
formulation of INH can reduce dose frequency, increase
sterilizing capability, and reduce toxicity by maintaining suit-
able concentrations in granulomas for the entire dosing
window.

DISCUSSION

Rational development of inhaled antibiotic formulations for
treatment of TB necessitates a systems pharmacology
approach that simultaneously captures pharmacokinetics,
granuloma dynamics, carrier-release dynamics and behav-
ior, and pharmacodynamics. We developed a computational
model that tracks these dynamics and used it to understand
what controls treatment efficacy and to rationally design
inhaled formulations with reduced dosing frequencies.

We predict that an inhaled formulation of INH, dosed every
2 weeks, would have better sterilizing capabilities and
reduced toxicity compared with daily oral dose formulations.
The antibiotic loading of INH is highly feasible (�30%–50%
w/w) and slow release kinetics could be designed by modu-
lating physiochemical properties of carriers such as polymer
molecular weight.21 In contrast, inhaled formulations of RIF,
dosed every 2 weeks, have equivalent sterilizing capabilities
as daily oral dose formulations, but with early increased tox-
icity. Additionally, impractical carrier loadings of RIF, exceed-
ing 90% w/w, likely render it a nonviable alternative. Two
factors contribute to stable antibiotic concentrations (RIF and
INH) in the lungs after inhaled dosing: (1) directly dosing to
lungs bypasses the first hepatic pass associated with oral
dosing, (2) transport of antibiotics is reversed (antibiotic is
released into lungs and absorbs into plasma to be cleared
vs. antibiotic absorbing into the plasma, circulating to lungs,
and absorbing into lungs). Thus, concentrations of antibiotics
in the lungs can be maintained at higher concentrations for
extended periods of time as compared to oral dosing.

There has been considerable effort targeting inhaled car-
riers to macrophages, assuming that increasing intracellular
antibiotic concentrations would increase steriliza-
tion.12,13,15–18 Using our model, we predict that targeting
carriers to macrophages has limited effects on overall treat-
ment efficacy. This is principally due to discrepancies
between in vitro settings, where the majority of macro-
phages are infected and an abundance of carriers are avail-
able for phagocytosis, and in vivo infection scenarios,
where infected macrophages reside in the center of a
densely packed granuloma.

Compliance is a long-standing concern for TB treatment.
Current oral regimens are lengthy and complex, which con-
tributes to failed treatments.1 Direct-observed treatment
short-course now accompanies most regimens in an attempt
to prevent failures, yet successful treatment rates of
antibiotic-susceptible TB are only 34%–76%.47,48 New treat-
ment strategies that reduce dose frequency and alleviate
“pill-burdens” could revolutionize treatment compliance. We
predict that properly designed inhaled formulations of INH
could be promising avenues to accomplish these goals. How-
ever, the applicability of inhaled formulations must be taken
in context with other antibiotics, as monotherapies are not
used for treatment of TB due to development of antibiotic
resistance. Furthermore, hosts have multiple granulomas
(�3–30), thus success of treatment at the host scale is the
collective success of treatment in individual granulomas.34

The incidence of both multidrug resistant and extensively
drug resistant TB cases is rising.49 Although inhaled formula-
tions can reduce dosing frequencies, exposing Mtb to lengthy
periods of low antibiotic concentrations might cause onset of
antibiotic-resistance.1,50 Inhaled formulations of RIF may con-
tribute to increased resistance due to diminishing antibiotic
concentrations in granulomas during less-frequent dosing win-
dows (Figure 3c). Inhaled formulations of INH could prevent
resistance development by reducing cycling between effective
and noneffective antibiotic concentrations associated with
daily oral dosing. Additionally, faster times to sterilization could
reduce the likelihood of resistance mutations (Figure 4c). Fur-
ther work with our systems pharmacology approach is needed
to develop an accurate model of antibiotic-resistance to fur-
ther assess clinical viability of inhaled formulations.

Current treatment strategies for TB rely on antibiotics
developed half a century ago, before the advent of systems
pharmacology approaches.1 Herein, we developed a compu-
tational approach to design inhaled formulations of RIF and
INH for treatment of TB. We found that inhaled formations of
INH are promising, yet inhaled formations of RIF are likely
ineffective due to toxicity concerns. There has been limited
testing of inhaled formulations in humans and NHPs with TB
due to high costs and ethical concerns. Our model frame-
work functions as a tool to rapidly assess efficacy of inhaled
formulations in a representative model of TB that can be
tested in and validated against future in vivo data. In addition,
this platform can be readily adapted to prototype possible
inhaled formulations of “second-line” antibiotics used to treat
drug-resistant TB. Second-line antibiotics, such as fluoroqui-
nolones and aminoglycosides, are given for 18–24 months
and are highly toxic.1 The ability to quickly assess which
second-line antibiotics would be promising candidates for an
inhaled formulation would considerably reduce development
time of new treatments. Our unique computational platform,
used in parallel with experimental models, provides an inte-
grated approach to improve treatment of TB.
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Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE
TOPIC?

� Inhaled formulations of antibiotics have shown promise in
experimental systems, however, a fundamental under-
standing of the dynamics contributing to increased effi-
cacy remains limited. Thus, there is a need for a
system that takes into account simultaneous dynamics
of the granuloma, carrier release kinetics, pharmacoki-
netics, and pharmacodynamics.

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?

� This study addressed how carrier physiochemical proper-
ties and release kinetics (e.g., size, diffusivity, etc.),
dosing frequency, and pharmacokinetics control treat-
ment efficacy of inhaled formulations of RIF and INH.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE

� Our platform captures antibiotic dynamics across multiple
transport compartments and demonstrates that these
dynamics must be considered together when designing
inhaled formulations. This allows us to rationally design
inhaled formulations to increase efficacy and reduce non-
compliance and toxicity issues of existing antibiotics.

HOW THIS MIGHT CHANGE CLINICAL
PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS

� Our in silico approach can help facilitate development of
new treatments by quickly assessing the efficacy of
inhaled formulations of antibiotics for the treatment of TB.
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